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Thank you for choosing this rice cooker.
Please read the Important Safeguards 
on page 2, Cautions on page 3 and 
Precautions on page 4 before use. 
Read and understand all instructions, 
and retain this manual for future use.  
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Nous vous remercions d’avoir choisi ce 
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et comprenez l’intégralité de ces 
instructions, et conservez ce manuel 
pour un usage ultérieur.
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Important Safeguards
When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be 
followed including the following:
1. Read all instructions.
2. Do not touch hot surfaces. Use handles or knobs.
3. To protect against electrical shock, do not immerse cord, plugs, or 

appliance (except pan) in water or other liquid.
4. Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near 

children.
5. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning. Allow to cool 

before putting on or taking off parts.
6. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the 

appliance malfunctions, or has been damaged in any manner.      
 Return appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for      

examination, repair, or adjustment.
7. The use of accessory attachments not recommended by the appliance 

manufacturer may cause injuries.
8. Do not use outdoors.
9. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.
10. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or in a heated oven. 
11. Extreme caution must be used when moving an appliance containing hot oil 

or other hot liquids.
12. Always attach plug to appliance first, then plug cord into the wall outlet. To 

disconnect, turn any control to "off", then remove plug from wall outlet.
13. Do not use appliance for other than intended use.

14. SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
 This product is intended for household use.

NOTE
A. A short power-supply cord (or cord set) is provided to reduce the hazards 

resulting from becoming entangled in or tripping over a longer cord.
B. Longer cord set or extension cords are available and may be used if care is 

exercised in their use. 
C. If a long cord set or extension cord is used,
     (1) the marked electrical rating of the cord set or extension cord should be 

at least as great as the electrical rating of the appliance.
     (2) if the appliance is of the grounded type, the extension cord should be a 

grounding-type three-wire cord, and
     (3) the longer cord should be arranged so that it will not drape over the 

countertop or tabletop where it can be pulled on by children or tripped 
over accidentally.

This appliance has a polarized plug: (one blade is wider than the other). 
To reduce the risk of electric shock, this plug is intended to fit into a polarized 
outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit fully into the outlet, reverse the plug. 
If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not attempt to modify the 
plug in any way.
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Do not let dust accumulate 
on the plug.

The following are

Do not insert clips, wire, 
or any metal objects in 
particular.

Plug in the AC cord to the 
outlet fi rmly.

(Not doing so can result in 
an electrical shock or fi re 
due to generation of heat.)

Do not use a damaged plug 
or outlet.

Do not damage the AC cord 
or plug.

Do not disassemble, 
expose to heat or fi re, 
twist, pull, place heavy 
objects on or tie the AC 
cord in a bundle. 

(A damaged cord or plug can lead to 
electrical shock or fi re.)

If the AC cord or plug is damaged, 
consult your nearest retailer or service 
center for repair.

Do not plug or unplug the 
rice cooker with wet hands.

(Doing so can result in an 
electrical shock.)

(Exposure to steam can 
cause personal injury.)

Do not insert metal objects 
such as pins or needles, 
or any other objects in the 
exhaust outlets, or in any 
other portion of the unit.

(Doing so can lead to 
an electric shock or 
malfunction.)

Be sure the household 
supply voltage matches 
the required voltage of 
the appliance (120V in the 
U.S.).

(It may result in an 
electrical shock or fi re.)

Do not allow the plug to 
become dusty.

(Dust accumulation 
can lead to fi re or a 
malfunction.)

Unplug and wipe with a dry 
cloth.

Do not operate the 
appliance with damaged 
AC plug or cord.
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Do not place the appliance 
near a wall or furniture.

(The steam may result 
in color changes or 
deformation objects.)

Watch out for the steam 
coming off the appliance.

Do not use other than the provided 
cord set and do not use the cord 
set for other appliances.

(It may result in electrical
shock or fire.) Pull the power plug as shown.

CAUTION

Do not attempt to 
disassemble any of the parts
or repair them by yourself.

May result in burn injuries.

To prevent personal injury, 
close supervision is necessary 
when the appliance is used by 
or near children, or persons 
handicapped in any manner.

(Doing so can result in 
personal injury.)

Do not immerse the 
appliance in water or other 
liquids.

If water leaks inside 
the appliance, consult 
your nearest retailer 
or service center.

(Doing so can result to 
electrical shock.)

Do not attempt to 
disassemble or repair the 
unit yourself.

There are no self-
servicing parts inside. 
Refer servicing to 
qualifi ed personnel.

Do not operate the appliance 
near water, near a heat source, 
or expose to high humidity.

(Doing so can lead to an electrical shock or fi re.)

The appliance becomes hot when in use, 
especially the lid and inner 
pan. This is normal. 
Allow to cool before 

touching them.

Not doing so can lead to personal injury.

Allow the inner pan to cool 
before handling.

(Handling a hot pan can 
lead to personal injury.)

To prevent electric shock, be 
sure to grasp the plug itself 
when disconnecting it; never 
unplug by pulling the AC cord.

(Be sure the appliance 
is not close to the plug 
while unplugging it.)

Do not substitute the inner 
pan with other containers.

(It may overheat causing 
personal injury or cause 
the appliance not to 
perform correctly.)

Do not place the appliance 
on an unstable surface.

(It may become overturned 
causing personal injury or 
resulting in a fi re.)

Unplug the appliance when 
not in use. Be sure to grasp 
the AC plug; not the cord.

(Pulling the cord may 
cause it to become 
damaged, leading to an 
electrical shock.)

Do not press on the hook 
button when the appliance 
is being carried or moved.

(The lid may open and the 
appliance may fall causing 
injury or damage.)
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Important Information
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Close the outer lid, plug in 
the AC cord to the power 
supply outlet.

Pour in the desired amount of 
water.

Plug in the AC cord to 
the power supply outlet.

How to Cook Rice

Wipe water off around the surface of the 
inner pan before placing into a rice cooker, 
otherwise; it may result in strange noise during 
cooking.

the scale marked on the inner pan.
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12
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Plug in the AC cord 
to the power supply 
outlet.

Wipe water off around the surface of the inner 
pan before starting to steam, otherwise; it may 
result in strange noise during cooking.

Close the outer lid, plug in the 
AC cord to the power supply 
outlet.
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Let the food steam for 10-15 minutes,
then cut off power by lifting the switch. 
When the food cools down, open the outer lid 
to see whether it is cooked as desired.

Remarks
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Cast heater
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12

61W 67W

3.1 kg (6 3/4 lbs.)2.5 kg (5 1/2 lbs.)

R
ice produces 

an odour

Is the bottom of the inner pan dented?

Is the rice being cooked with oil?

Is the Keep Warm being used 
with the scoop in it?
Is the Keep Warm setting being 
used on cold rice?

Is the inner pan clean?

During Cooking

During Keep Warm
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